Abstract We introduce Hermite-leapfrog methods for first order wave systems. The new Hermite-leapfrog methods pair leapfrog time-stepping with the Hermite methods of Goodrich and co-authors [7] . The new schemes stagger field variables in both time and space and are high-order accurate. We provide a detailed description of the method and demonstrate that the method conserves variable quantities in one-space dimension. Higher dimensional versions of the method are constructed via a tensor product construction. Numerical evidence and rigorous analysis in one space dimension establish stability and high-order convergence. Experiments demonstrating efficient implementations on a graphics processing unit are also presented.
method should be able to capture high-frequency waves and be suitable for parallel computing.
The staggered finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method has been widely adopted as the method of choice for simulating electromagnetic and acoustic wave propagation on structured grids [3, 9] . In the context of electromagnetics the method was first pioneered by K.S. Yee in [17] ; while the discretization for the acoustic wave equation was introduced by Virieux in [6] and Levander in [10] . The underlying idea of staggered FDTD methods is to stagger field variables both in time and space and propagate the solution using leapfrog time-stepping [11] . This type of discretization is known to be efficient and easy to implement but is typically only second order accurate and struggles to resolve highly-oscillatory waves. Fourth order accurate variants of the method have been proposed in the literature [16, 18] but our work differs as we present methods of arbitrary order.
In contrast to FDTD methods where derivatives are approximated via difference formulas, the Hermite methods of Goodrich and co-authors [7] combine Hermite-Birkhoff interpolation and a staggered (dual) grid to produce high-order numerical methods for first order hyperbolic problems. The resulting "Hermite methods" carry out a localized polynomial reconstruction within cells of a structured grid and propagate the solution completely independent of neighboring cells via Hermite-Taylor time-stepping. The remarkable feature of Hermite methods is that the CFL condition of the resulting scheme is independent of the approximation order [7] . A formal introduction to these methods may be found in [7, 13, 15] .
Though Hermite methods are relatively new, several variations have been proposed to enhance their applicability and efficiency. To enable geometric flexibility, Hermite methods have been combined with discontinuous Galerkin methods [5] . Adaptive variants of Hermite methods have been introduced by means of padaptivity in [4] , and preliminary work on h-adaptivity has been presented in [2] . Variations of the method which do not require a dual grid have been introduced in [15] , and a flux conservative Hermite method has been introduced in [8] .
Inspired by the favorable features of Hermite methods, this work presents a new variant which combines leapfrog time stepping and staggered solutions in space and time. The resulting "Hermite-leapfrog" scheme may be viewed as a high order variant of the Yee scheme. We present this work as complimentary to the recent work of Appelö and co-authors [1] in which a similar time-stepping scheme was introduced for the second order acoustic wave equation. In this work we focus on first order wave systems and note that an early version appeared in the thesis of Vargas [13] .
The remainder of this article proceeds as follows. We start with a detailed description in one space dimension. We then demonstrate that the method conserves variable quantities, establishing stability, and prove general error estimates in one space dimension. In addition we look at the dispersion relation, which provides an explanation for aspects of the method's accuracy observed in the numerical experiments. Experimental convergence rates are reported for both constant and spatially varying wave speed. In two-dimensions we discuss incorporating zero Dirichlet boundary conditions and demonstrate the method's ability to resolve highly oscillatory waves. Lastly, we demonstrate computational efficiency on a graphics processing unit.
Description of the method
To introduce the method, we consider the following one-dimensional wave system ∂p ∂t = c ∂v ∂x , ∂v ∂t = c ∂p ∂x (1) p(x, t 0 ) = f (x), v(x, t 0 + ∆t/2) = g(x).
In this example, c corresponds to the speed of the propagating wave. The degrees of freedom of the Hermite-leapfrog method are the function value and first m derivatives at the nodes of a structured grid. An m th order scheme discretizes the equations by staggering pressure and velocity approximations in both space and time. The discretization of the pressure occurs on a primary grid Ω while the discretization of the velocity term is maintained on a staggered dual gridΩ. For the purpose of introducing the method we assume that initial conditions are given at grid-points staggered in both time and space. We define the primary grid as a collection of K equidistant points
analogously the dual grid, which holds velocity approximations, is defined as
Approximations of each variable are carried out through local Taylor series expansions at each node x j . The expansion takes the form
whereũ i corresponds to scaled approximations of the i th derivative of u(x)
The time-stepping algorithm of the Hermite-leapfrog scheme is derived by considering the following temporal series at each grid point
Subtracting equations 4a and 4b yields
where the limit of the sum is determined by the order of the method. Temporal derivatives are then exchanged for spatial derivatives by means of the CauchyKowalevsky recurrence relation [7] ; in the case of constant coefficients the recurrence relation simplifies to
yielding the time-stepping algorithm
Here we introduce the index s to correspond to the degree of freedom, s ∈ {0, . . . , m}, at each grid point. The key ingredient here is the approximation of the spatial derivatives (the right hand side of Equation 7 ). The approximation is carried out by means of Hermite-Birkhoff interpolation as done in the classic Hermite method [7] . The interpolation procedure constructs a polynomialṽ j by interpolating the function value and derivatives at
Thus, the resulting polynomial reproduces the function value and first m derivatives at the left and right end points. Notably, the coefficients of the polynomial are the approximation of the function value and first 2m + 1 derivatives at the node x j . As demonstrated in [15] this results in the following system
where
A full description of the interpolation procedure can be found in [7, 13, 15] . The coefficients of the polynomial are used to carry out the time stepping algorithm. Figure 1 provides an illustration of the stencil associated with the scheme. Next, we describe the stability and convergence properties of the method. 
Stability and convergence
The essential properties of Hermite-Birkhoff interpolation used to establish stability and to estimate the error are proven in detail in the original paper [7] . First and foremost is the orthogonality lemma, which shows that the interpolation process is contracting in a certain Sobolev seminorm. Precisely, let I m denote the Hermite interpolation operator employing derivative data up to order m; here we will not distinguish between interpolation on the two grids. We will also assume that all functions are periodic and sufficiently smooth. In one space dimension we use the Sobolev semi-inner-product
which we generalize in d dimensions to
Then, as shown in [7] , for any f and g we have
Denoting by | · | m+1 the seminorm induced by these semi-inner-products, we thus have, by the Pythagorean Theorem
The approximation properties of Hermite interpolants of smooth functions are generally what one expects. Restricting to d = 1 and using · to denote the L 2 -norm we have, for mesh and function-independent constants, C
We will also use (see [7] ):
Conservation
We now construct variables which are conserved during the solution process. We begin by introducing the operators S ± defined via Fourier series
where c denotes the speed of wave propagation. Note that for d = 1 the branch can be chosen so that these are simply shift operators
where c is the speed of wave propagation. By Parseval's Theorem these operators preserve all Sobolev seminorms and in addition satisfy
Using them we can write down a two-level conservation condition which holds at the continuous level.
One space dimension
For d = 1, note that (7) translated to Fourier variables leads to the exact solution formulap
which, along with the analogous formulas for the evolution of v implies
Define
Then, using (15) we can rewrite (16)- (17) as
which yields the conservation conditions, valid for any Sobolev seminorm,
Now consider the approximate evolution. The essential point is that the Hermite data updated according to (7) is in fact the exact data for the update of the global piecewise polynomial Hermite interpolant so long as the CFL condition c∆t/∆x < 1 is satisfied; this simply follows from domain-of-dependence considerations. Therefore we can write the discrete evolution as
Defining (18)- (19) with the discrete variables p h and v h replacing the continuous ones and using the fact that
Now we get conservation conditions for the sums of the Sobolev seminorms of P h ± and V h ± using the orthogonality lemma (10) . Define
Then
Similarly
so we have for all n
Extension to d space dimensions
In higher dimensions we consider the generalization of (1)
though other systems, such Maxwell's equations, could be similarly treated. The formulas analogous to (7) are now
In Fourier space, denote the normalized k-vector bŷ
noting that in the formulas below the undefined value at k = 0 plays no role. However we will need to specify its value when defining the conserved quantities and we do so by setting it to be some arbitrarily-chosen unit d-vector. We then find
Defining G by the operator given in Fourier space by multiplication byk and by G * its adjoint, noting also that G * G = I we rewrite the continuous evolution formulas. We also define
Then we have
Introducing
we find
Using (40), (43)- (44) and the fact that
the conservation of arbitrary Sobolev seminorms of v c , P ± , and V ± follows:
Similarly we can establish conservation conditions for the Hermite-leapfrog updates. The main new issue which arises is the fact that the interpolation operators do not commute with G. Defining
we derive the following update formulas
Then, since v h c is orthogonal in the Sobolev semi-inner products to the range of G we find as above
from which we finally conclude
Convergence in one dimension
We now exploit the energy estimates along with the approximation properties of Hermite interpolation (11)- (13) to establish convergence. We define the errors by
They satisfy the evolution formula
Introducing the variables corresponding to the conserved quantities
and following the previous calculations we derive
Noting that for sufficiently smooth solutions
and defining
we find, where here and in what follows C denotes a mesh-independent quantity which will depend on the exact solution,
we have by summing (61)-(62) over ĵ
Assuming, as would be true for smooth initial data and initialization of the scheme by Hermite interpolationÊ 0 ≤ Ch 2m+2 , we derive our first error estimatê
Now return to (59)-(60), which we rewrite as
Computing the L 2 norms and using (13) along with (63) we deduce
Assuming sufficiently accurate initial data and in addition that for some η > 0, ∆t > ηh we sum these inequalities and deduce our second error estimate:
Finally, we rewrite (57)-(58)
which yields after taking norms
Summing this we get an estimate of the solution error:
We note that in the numerical experiments we do not see the cubic growth in t which appears in (66)-(67). There is a technical barrier to the extension of the error analysis to higher spatial dimensions, namely that the seminorm used in the stability analysis cannot control the full interpolation error due to the fact that it is zero for functions of fewer than d variables. However we have not noticed any degradation in convergence rates for our experiments with d = 2, 3. What the analysis misses is the fact that, for m even, we observe convergence at order 2m + 2 rather than 2m. In the next section we study the dispersion relation for the method which suggests an explanation for this phenomenon.
Dispersion
As a complement to the stability and error analysis given above, we also consider the dispersive properties of the method. Here we again assume spatial periodicity and expand the discrete solution data in a Fourier series:
HereP h andṼ h denote the m + 1-vectors of approximate function and derivative data at the nodes so thatP andV are also m+1-vectors. Written in these variables the evolution takes the form:
where the existence of matrixD follows from the translation-invariance of the method. Obviously the solutions can be expressed using the eigenvalues, κ, and eigenvectors,ŵ ofD which we will compare to the exact values,
To make this comparison at leading order we rescale the problem so that h = 1 and ∆t = λ and make an expansion for k 1. Using the accuracy properties of the Hermite interpolation operators we havê
We thus deduce the perturbation equation
To leading order we may replaceD(k) byD(0),ŵ c (k) byŵ c (0) = e 1 , and, since κ c (0) = 0, ignore κ(ŵ −ŵ c ). We then have two possibilities:
i. 0 is a simple eigenvalue ofD(0), in which case there is a solution to (71) satisfying
ii. 0 is not a simple eigenvalue ofD(0) in which case we do expect (72) to hold.
To apply this result we check for solutions for a second eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue 0.
or a generalized eigenvectorD (0)ĝ = e 1 .
Note that solutions of these equations correspond to the existence of a nonconstant polynomial g(x) of degree 2m + 1 satisfying for j = 0, . . . , m
or the above equations except
Moreover, since a constant function solves the homogeneous equation, we can in addition assume that g(0) = 0. Expanding g
we see that they represent 2m+2 linear equations with 2m+1 unknown coefficients. Moreover, due to symmetry the equations involving even order derivatives only involve the m + 1 coefficients of the odd powers of x while equations involving odd order derivatives only involve the m coefficients of even powers. The size of these subsystems differs in the cases m = 2n and m = 2n + 1: m = 2n: We have 2n + 2 equations for 2n + 1 coefficients of odd powers and 2n equations for coefficients of even powers. As we have checked numerically, these are only solvable by 0 when all equations are homogeneous. Thus 0 is a simple eigenvalue and we have a solution which is accurate to order 2m + 2. m = 2n + 1: We have 2n + 2 equations for 2n + 2 coefficients of odd powers and 2n + 2 homogeneous equations for 2n + 1 coefficients of even powers. Although the latter equations are overdetermined, they are always solved by 0. Numerically we have found that the equations for the coefficients of the odd powers is invertible; thus there is no second eigenvalue solving (73) but there is a generalized eigenvector solving (74). Thus we do not in general expect a solution which is accurate to order 2m + 2, but only 2m as proven above.
Numerical experiments in one-dimension
To verify the observations in the previous section, we present numerical experiments which assess the accuracy and performance of the Hermite-leapfrog method.
To compliment the experiments, we present comparisons with the classic Hermite method (Dual Hermite method as referred to in [15] ). As a model equation we chose the following wave system
Here c(x) denotes the speed of the propagating wave and z(x, t) is introduced to enforce a desired solution. The time step, ∆t is chosen by introducing a CFL constant C CF L ∈ (0, 1), such that
Choosing C CF L closer to one denotes a larger time step while choosing C CF L closer to zero corresponds to taking a smaller time-step. The variable h corresponds to the length of the interpolation interval, and c max denotes the maximum speed of the propagating wave.
Standing wave solution
As a first example we consider propagation of a standing wave with unit wave speed. The analytic solution is chosen to be p(x, t) = cos(2πt) sin(2πx).
For these experiments the computational domain is defined to be the bi-unit interval and the solution is propagated to a final time of T = 4.13. Figure 2 reports the accuracy in the L 2 norm while Table 1 reports the observed rates of convergence. Numerically, we observe that even order Hermite-leapfrog schemes converge at rates of O(h 2m+2 ), as suggested by the analysis of the dispersion relation, while variation is observed if the method is of odd order. Furthermore, it can be observed that a Hermite-leapfrog scheme of even order provides a better approximation than the Dual Hermite method. Hermite methods when applied to the one-dimensional pressure-velocity system. The Hermite-leapfrog scheme provides a better approximation to the classic Hermite method when m is chosen to be even. For these experiments the CFL constant is set to CF L = 0.9 across all orders. 
Smoothly varying wave speed
As a second set of numerical experiments we consider a spatially varying wave speed. To simplify establishing the Cauchy-Kovalesky recurrence relation we take a pre-processing step and expand the coefficient at each grid point via a local Taylor expansion
For these experiments the domain is chosen to be [0, 2π] and the solution is propagated to a final time of T = 3.2. The analytic solution is chosen to be Figure 3 reports the observed accuracy in the L 2 norm while Table 2 reports the observed rates of convergence. These numerical experiments suggest rates of O(h 2m+2 ) for even m and O(h 2m ) for odd m. Table 2 : Observed L 2 rates of convergence for various m order Hermite-leapfrog and Dual Hermite methods when applied to the pressure-velocity system with smoothly varying coefficients. The numerical experiments are carried out for various CF L constants.
A note on improving rates of convergence
The peculiar convergence behavior of the Hermite-leapfrog scheme has led us to investigate if modifications can be made which may yield more consistent convergence results. In particular we have found a modification to the method which leads to consistent O(h 2m+2 ) convergence rates. The derivation of the modified Hermite-leapfrog scheme originates from applying the scheme to the following advection equation,
and tracing out local truncation errors. The analog of subtracting Equations 4a and 4b for the advection equation yields a time-stepping scheme with local temporal truncation errors
where it is important to observe that Equation 78 is valid for even order derivatives, r ∈ {0, 2, . . . }, and Equation 79 is valid for odd order derivatives, l ∈ {1, 3, . . . }. Here c j are the coefficients from the Taylor series expansion. Drawing from the work of Appelö and co-authors in [1] , we construct a time-stepping scheme by subtracting expansions 4a and 4b leading to
where the indices remain to be r = 0, 2, . . . and l = 1, 3, . . . . As before, Equation 80 is the local truncation error for even order derivatives, and 81 is the local truncation for odd order derivatives. Spatial errors may be quantified by noting that Hermite-Birkhoff reconstruction leads to truncation errors of the form
Here it is important to note that subsequent derivatives are approximated with the same order. By using the time-stepping scheme given by Equation 78 for even order derivatives and Equation 81 for odd order derivatives we are choosing the best approximation within the framework. An immediate area of research would be to carryout a full truncation analysis, and a similar eigenvalue analysis to confirm 2m + 2 convergence rates. In the next section we present numerical evidence on stability and provide numerical estimates convergence rates for the modified Hermite-leapfrog method.
Modified Hermite-leapfrog: Advection Equation
To assess the accuracy and performance of the modified Hermite-leapfrog scheme, numerical experiments are carried out using the one-dimensional advection equation. For these experiments the domain is chosen to be the bi-unit interval and the analytic solution is chosen to be u(x, t) = sin(3π(x − t)). Figure 4 reports the observed accuracy for orders m = 1, 2, 3 while Table 3 reports the observed rates of convergence, notably we observe consistent O(h 2m+2 ) rates of convergence.
Modified Hermite-leapfrog: Pressure-Velocity Equations
We continue our numerical experiments by applying the modified Hermite-leapfrog method to the pressure-velocity system. The drawback of this approach is that it requires to discretize the pressure and velocity on both the primary and dual grid. . Table 3 : Observed L 2 rates of convergence when using the modified Hermiteleapfrog scheme to solve the advection equation with unit wave speed.
Approximations on both grids are necessary as the Cauchy-Kovalesky recurrence relation exchanges even time derivatives of the pressure term for spatial derivatives of the pressure term (odd time derivatives are exchanged for spatial derivatives of the velocity term). For these numerical experiments the analytic solution for the pressure term is chosen to be p(x, t) = cos(3πt) sin(3πx).
The system is assumed to have unit wave speed and the solution is propagated to a final time of T = 4.13. Figure 5 reports the observed accuracy of the modified Hermite-leapfrog scheme under the L 2 norm. Table 4 reports the observed rates of convergence. The rates of convergence remain consistent with results observed with the advection equation, namely O(h 2m+2 ). Notably, the modified Hermiteleapfrog scheme is the most accurate scheme. . Table 4 : Comparison of the L 2 rates of convergence for the modified Hermiteleapfrog, Hermite-leapfrog, and the Dual Hermite method when applied to the one-dimensional pressure-velocity system for orders m = 1, 2, 3.
Extending the method to higher dimensions
The Hermite-leapfrog method is easily extended to higher dimensions by means of a tensor product construction. For completeness we describe a two-dimensional extension; a three dimensional version follows a similar construction. To aid in the description of the method we consider the pressure-velocity wave system in two-dimensions
For simplicity we assume the initial conditions are defined at a half-step apart
As in the one-dimensional version, the discretization of the equations occurs over two grids. The primary grid, Ω, serves to hold approximations of the pressure variable. The second dual gridΩ is introduced in order to store approximations of the velocity fields. The construction of each grid is performed by taking the tensor product of one-dimensional grids. Assuming a grid spacing of h x and h y in the x and y directions respectively, the solution at each node (x j , y j ) is represented by the following tensor polynomial
We emphasize that Hermite-leapfrog methods maintain approximations of the pressure solely on the primary grid. Approximations of the velocity variables are maintained on the dual grid; this is notably different than traditional staggered time domain finite difference methods which discretize variables on different grids. The time-stepping algorithm for the two-dimensional Hermite-leapfrog method is derived in a similar manner as in the one-dimensional case. Here we consider two-dimensional analogues of Equations 4a and 4b
As before the update for the pressure term is derived by subtracting Equations 87 and 88
∂x s+r ∂y l+r .
where the indices s, l correspond to the order of spatial derivatives, i.e. s, l ∈ {0, . . . , m}, the formulas for the velocity fields are derived analogously. As in the one-dimensional case; spatial derivatives are approximated by means of HermiteBirkhoff interpolation. Given the tensor structure of the polynomial, the interpolant enables a dimension by dimension reconstruction. Figure 7 illustrates the staggering of the nodes as well as the reconstruction procedure; we refer the reader to [13] for further details the higher dimensional reconstruction procedure. Table 5 reports observed rates of convergence with varying CFL constants, notably we observe similar convergence behavior as in the one-dimensional case. Table 5 : Comparison of L 2 rates of convergence for the m order Hermite-leapfrog, and the Dual Hermite method when applied to the one-dimensional pressurevelocity system.
Imposing reflective boundary conditions
As a second example, we consider zero Dirichlet boundary conditions on the pressure variable. The complete set of boundary conditions may be derived by insisting the solution of the pressure term is zero at the boundary and differentiating in 
u(x, y, t) = 0, u y (x, y, t) = 0, y = −1, 1 v(x, y, t) = 0, v x (x, y, t) = 0, x = −1, 1.
The boundary conditions are imposed prior to propagating the pressure solution by filling in ghost point values of the velocity variables at the edge of the domain. The ghost point values are chosen to mirror the polynomials such that they are either odd around the boundary and thus agree with the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions or so that they are even and satisfy homogeneous Neumann conditions. To illustrate reflecting boundaries we initialize the pressure variable with the following Gaussian pulse . we consider the transverse magnetic form with unit material coefficients
Here (H x , H y ) corresponds to the magnetic fields, and E z is the electric field. We take our domain of interest to be the bi-unit square, Ω = [−1, 1] × [−1, 1], and the analytic solution to be
The parameters are chosen to be ω x = 8π, ω y = 8π, and ω t = ω 2 x + ω 2 y . The boundary conditions are imposed by the mirroring technique discussed in 5.2. To illustrate the resolving power of a high order numerical method, we choose the polynomial degree of the Hermite-leapfrog method to be m = 3, 4, 5, and 6. Figure  9 reports the error under the L 2 norm. At high orders we observe slightly more variation of rates of convergence and sensitivity to round-off, yet the method is still numerically stable. 
Acceleration on graphics processing units
Lastly, we demonstrate that the Hermite-Leapfrog method is well suited for the graphics processing unit. In these numerical experiments we solve the three-dimensional acoustic wave equations
on the unit cube, [−1, 1] × [−1, 1] with periodic boundary conditions. This section serves as an extension of the work carried out by Vargas et at. [14] wherein Hermite methods were tailored to the graphics processing unit. More precisely we revisit the two approaches outlined in [14] . The first is a split approach in two kernels are employed. The first kernel reconstructions approximations of high order derivatives via Taylor series while the second kernel then applies leapfrog time-stepping to propagate the solution. The second approach combines the interpolation and evolution procedures into a monolithic kernel. Our numerical experiments are carried out on a single node of the Southern Methodist University cluster "ManeFrame II". A single node consist of a NVIDIA Tesla P100-PCIE-16GB graphics card. The hardware has a theoretical bandwidth of 732 GB/s and potentially perform 4700 Gigaflops/sec in double precision. To obtain estimates of kernel bandwidth and gflops we employ the NVIDIA profiler which reports effective arithmetic bandwidth by flop count dp and memory bandwidth as the sum of dram read throughput and dram write throughput. Here bandwidth corresponds to the sum of bytes read and written to global memory by a GPU kernel. Our CUDA kernels are generated by using the OCCA language [12] . Lastly we compare time to solution with a dual socket Xeon CPU E5-2695 (2.10 GHz) as found on a Maneframe II node.
In studying GFLOP and effective bandwidth it is important to note that the devices theoretical capabilities are typically difficult to achieve in practice. To estimate a more "realistic" bandwidth we consider a simple vector copy wherein the entries of vector x are copied onto vector y. For sufficiently large N a streaming bandwidth of 534 GB/s was observed on the graphics card. Although this is not indicative of the peak performance it does serve as a representative of achievable peak performance numbers. Tables 10 and Tables 11 report the observed GFLOP  and bandwidth performance. In our numerical experiments it is clear that the interpolation procedure dominates the floating point operations. This is not too surprising as the operations are carried out as a series of matrix-matrix multiplications (tensor contractions). Similarly the kernel which evolves the velocity variables, V x , V y , V z , has a high number of floating point operations as it carried out the time-stepping for three variables. Here we report the Bandwidth and GFLOP of using a monolithic kernel approach as outline by Vargas and co-authors in [14] .
As OCCA enables code generation on various platforms we conclude our accelerator studies by presenting Table 6 which compares time per iteration across a P100 and the dual 16-core Xeon CPUs. In these experiments an iteration refers to propagating the pressure and velocity fields. [14] .
Summary
We have presented a variation of the classic Hermite method which uses leapfrog time-stepping to advance the solution. The new Hermite-leapfrog method is demonstrated to be numerically stable, high-order in both time and space, and may time-step the solution independent of order. A detailed description of the method is provided in one and two dimensions, as well as a techniques for incorporating spatially varying coefficients and reflective boundary conditions. Numerical experiments suggest that the rate of convergence is dependent on whether the method is of odd or even order. To address the variation we introduce a modification that achieves consistent O(h 2m+2 ) rates of convergence. Lastly, we accelerate the method using a graphics processing unit. We find that a monolithic kernel is ideal as it eliminates the need to explicitly store the interpolant and can provide a comparable time to solution to using two kernels which achieve a higher bandwidth. As a future research direction we plan to provide a theoretical justification for the exceptional convergence rates of the modified Hermite-leapfrog method.
